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QUESTION 1

Your boss suggests configuring a guest self-registration page in ClearPass for an upcoming conference event. 

What are the benefits of using guest self-registration? (Choose two.) 

A. This will allow conference employees to pre-load additional device information as guests arrive and register. 

B. This strategy effectively stops employees from putting their own corporate devices on the guest network. 

C. This will enable additional information to be gathered about guests during the conference. 

D. This allows guest users to create and manage their own login account. 

E. This will allow employee personal devices to be Onboarded to the corporate network. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

When creating a new ClearPass Service, the [Time Source] has been added as an authorization source. What time
source is ClearPass referencing? 

A. the ClearPass server where Insight Master has been enabled 

B. the local clock of the ClearPass server doing the authentication 

C. the local time setting found on the authenticating client machine 

D. the NTP (Network Time Protocol) source indicated in the Cluster settings 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

When using Guest Authentication with MAC Caching service template, which statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The guest authentication is provided better security than without using MAC caching. 

B. The endpoint status of the client will be treated as "known" the first time the client associates to the network. 

C. Which wireless SSID and wireless controller must be indicated when configuring the template. 

D. The client will be required to re-enter their credentials even if still within the MAC-Auth Expiry term. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about OnGuard? (Choose two.) 

A. It is used to ensure that Antivirus/Antispyware programs are running 

B. It supports both Windows and Mac OS X clients 

C. It is used to identify and remove any malware/viruses 

D. It only supports 802.1X authentication 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option supports DHCP profiling for devices in a network? 

A. configuring ClearPass as a DHCP relay for the client 

B. DHCP profiling is enabled on ClearPass by default; configuration of the network access devices is not necessary 

C. enabling the DHCP server to profile endpoints and forward meta-data to ClearPass 

D. enabling DHCP relay on our network access devices so DHCP requests are forwarded to ClearPass 

Correct Answer: A 
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